
 
 

Coronavirus / COVID-19 and Insurance Coverage 
 

 
We have had multiple inquiries from clients on how property, casualty, workers compensation etc. coverage applies to the 
coronavirus/COVID-19 or other communicable diseases.  Below is a concise review of how we expect various lines of 
coverage to respond to such claims.  These suggestions are general guidelines and should not be treated as applicable to all 
clients and all policies.  You will need to review the specific policy language for each specific client inquiry.   

General Considerations 
• We recommend scheduling a phone conference with your Hauser team as issues regarding potential claims arise.  

Each client is different and will have different concerns. Each policy is different, and these are best discussed during a 
call.   

• Similar to 9/11, we expect there will be extensive litigation on these issues with regards to coverage, and will need 
guidance from the Courts as to how carriers must respond.  The definition of “physical loss or damage” in the 
property policies will be challenged, as that is going to be the biggest hurdle in finding coverage for business 
income. 

• The bottom line is that this is uncharted water, and we cannot state with certainty as to how each carrier will 
respond.   

• We will need to review the facts of any coronavirus/COVID-19 related loss to compare against the policy.  Although 
we expect the carriers to deny coverage for many of these potential claims, we ask that clients document their 
losses, contact us and, regardless of how we think the carrier may respond, we will submit claims when appropriate 
and force the carrier to commit to a response.  We will always advocate for the best interests of the client and do 
whatever we can to push for a favorable outcome.   

Property & Business Income 
Q: Is there any coverage for an interruption to my business as a result of the 
coronavirus/COVID19? 
A: It is unlikely there is going to be insurance coverage afforded for business interruption if a business (or portion 
thereof) shuts down due to the virus.  The Business Interruption coverage is invoked through the property policy, which 
requires “physical loss or damage” in order for a claim to be triggered.  A communicable disease such as the 
coronavirus/COVID-19 would likely not be considered “physical loss or damage” which is required to trigger a claim under the 
policy.   

Most property insurance policies also exclude coverage for communicable disease or viruses.  The simple answer is 
we expect to see carriers denying coronavirus/COVID-19 claims relative to business interruption and taking the position that 
these claims do not meet the “physical loss or damage trigger.” This will be a contentious issue that the Courts will need to 
address and offer some clarity on in the immediate future.  
Q: Is there any coverage because my supplier/vendor is shut down and cannot ship to me?   
A: Again, the “physical loss or damage” requirement is written into contingent business income coverage.  This 
coverage typically picks up a loss due to a distributor not being able to get their product from a manufacturer due to a 
covered loss.  However, this loss of income would have to occur if the original manufacturer had been shut down by civil 
authorities due to a direct physical loss and the insurance carrier would recognize that direct physical loss as a covered cause 
of loss.   
Q: What if I have to shut down my business because of a government quarantine or an order 
from a civil authority? 
A: Most property policies do provide coverage for business income and extra expense if you are denied access to your 
property by order of a civil or military authority, but only to the extent that order arises from a “covered loss.”  As that 
definition again generally requires “direct physical loss or damage” to property, we can expect carriers to deny the claims for 
the same reasons discussed above, and any “disease” exclusions would also be invoked.     
 



General Liability 
Q: Do I have coverage if someone contracts the virus at my business and sues me because of 
it? 
A: Possibly, barring any exclusions for “virus, bacteria or communicable disease.”  The policy language typically covers 
the insured for “bodily injury, sickness or disease sustained by a person, including death resulting from any of these at any 
time.”  The facts of the claim will always need to be reviewed against the policy language, as there are exclusions and 
endorsements relative to “microbes”, etc. 

Certain General Liability policies also contain specific exclusions relative to claims for “injury arising out of virus or 
bacterial exposures.” We can expect the carriers will deny claims against policies containing those exclusions.   

Worker Compensation 
Q. Is there coverage if one of my employees contracts the disease at work or while traveling 
for work? 
A: It appears that there should be coverage in the event that an employee acquired the virus while conducting business 
in the scope of his/her employment, either at their place of employment, travelling for business or while interacting with 
another individual within their scope of employment.  The example would be that one of your employees makes a sales call 
and interacts with an individual that has the virus.  Your employee becomes ill and can conclusively show that the interaction 
with that third party as to the cause of your employees’ illness then workers compensation coverage should apply.   

Directors & Officers 
In addition to third-party claims brought against businesses themselves, D&O coverage may be implicated against officers 
based on allegations of actions or inaction in response to the implications of the virus.  Directors and officers ("D&O") 
insurance policies may provide coverage for the costs and liabilities arising from these shareholder lawsuits. However, these 
policies also typically contain “bodily injury” exclusions which may preclude coverage, depending on the how the particular 
exclusion is worded.  We can expect that this issue will soon be litigated as well.   

Employment Practice Liability 
Management Liability and Employment Practices Liability coverage will be implicated as employers determine how to 
respond to the various decisions for employees to work from home.  Employers will need to look closely at their sick leave 
and paid time off policies.  We can expect to see claims arising from employees alleging some form of discrimination if they 
have the disease or are suspected of having it.  Discrimination may be covered under the policy based on national origin or 
medical condition of the employee, but these will need to be reviewed on a case by case basis.   

Cyber/Crime Policies 
We also expect to see an uptick in cyber-attacks and crime claims as this event progresses.  We are advising clients to be 
vigilant about phishing attacks, e-mails from unknown senders, and disclosing any potentially confidential information (i.e. 
bank accounts, routing numbers, ACH information, etc.) to parties they are unfamiliar with.  This is even more critical as 
employees move into “work from home” situations.  Please contact us in the event that you experience any potential breach 
or loss to discuss potential cyber or crime claims.   

Summary 
We expect coverage for coronavirus/COVID-19 related claims to be an evolving and contentious issue within the entire 
industry of insurance.  It is important to note that the insurance industry has not been formally tested yet with how it will 
respond to these claims. We continue to monitor the situation with an eye towards how the insurance industry responds to 
such claims.  Each claim is factually unique, and the facts of the claim will need to be looked at against the policy language for 
potential coverage.  Our hope is that the Courts will provide some clarity on these issues as things progress and claims 
become litigated. Regardless of how the carrier may respond, we recommend that our clients document any losses and 
contact us in the event that claims or potential claims arise.   

DISCOVER HOW HAUSER PROTECTS YOUR INVESTMENT 
Since 1971, Hauser’s experienced team has provided consultative insurance and M&A transaction services 
to private equity firms and their portfolio companies throughout the United States. We offer international 
support from our Cincinnati headquarters and regional offices in Atlanta, Chicago, Kansas City, New York, 
St. Louis and Los Angeles. We work continuously to protect your investment, deliver exceptional customer 
service and keep you at the optimal point on the efficient frontier. 
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